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Ill. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
Real functions and their graphs; one-to-one and inverse functions; exponcntial and logarithmic
functions; eomple.... numbers and zeros of polynomials; lincar systcms and matrices; geometric
transformations and conic sections; topics in discrete mathcmatics.

[v. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Sketch and interpret graphs of equations in two variables using transformations.
symmetry, intercepts, and asymptotes.

B. Define, graph, and apply functions and their respective inverse functions.
C. Find complc.... zeros of polynomials and lise the zeros to analyze and graph polynomial

functions.
D. Construct fUllctions to model and analyze real-world situations.
E. Describe and graph exponential and [ogarithmie functions and apply their properties to

solve equations and real-world problems.
F. Apply matrices to solve systems of lincar equations.
G. Identify, compare, and contrast the equatiolls, graphs, and properties of conic scctions.
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V.CONTENTS
A. Analytic Geometry

1. Graphs of equations in'x and y
2. Intercepts ofa graph
3. Symmetry with respect to a point and with respect to a line; tests for symmetry with

respect to the origin, the x-axis, the y-axis, and the line having equation y=x
4. Intersections ofcurves, including lines and conics, considered both graphically and

algebraically
B. Functions and Their Graphs

1. Definition of a function
2. Graphs of functions, including absolute value functions, square root functions,

polynomial functions, rational fundtions, and piece-wise defined functions
3. Domains and ranges of functions determined algebraically and from the graph of the

function
4. Vertical and horizontal translations, vertical and horizontal scaling, reflections, and

symmetry
5. Using graphs of functions to solve equations and inequalities in one variable
6. The average rate of change ofa function

C. One-to-One and Inverse Functions
1. Definition of a one-to-one function
2. Geometric and algebraic approaches for determining whether or not a function is

one-to-one
3. Definition of inverse function
4. Geometric and algebraic approaches for determining whether or not a function has an

inverse function
5. Geometric relationship between the graphs ofa one-to-one function and its inverse

function
6. Computation of the inverse ofa one-to-one function

D. Modeling with Functions
1. Construction ofa formula for a function modeling a real-world situation
2. Solution ofan optimization problem when the function modeling the real-world

situation is quadratic
E. Polynomial and Rational Functions

1. Graphs of polynomial functions using transformations
2. Graphs of polynomial functions using the zeros of the polynomial
3. The Division Algorithm and synthetic division
4. The Remainder and Factor Theorems
5. The Fundamental Theorem of Algebra
6. The Rational Zeros Theorem and the Conjugate Zeros Theorem and their use in finding

zeros of polynomials in one variable
7. Factorization of polynomials in one variable over the integers, over the rational

numbers, over the real numbers, and over the complex numbers
8. Graphs of rational functions including vertical asymptotes, horizontal asymptotes, and

slant asymptotes
F. Exponential and Logarithmic Functions

1. Introduction to exponential and logarithmic functions
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2. Relationship between exponential and logarithmic functions with the same base
3. Graphs of exponential and logarithmic functions
4. Properties ofexponential and logarithmic functions
5. Solution ofexponential and logarithmic equations
6. Applications of exponential and logarithmic functions, including compound interest,

population growth, and radioactive decay
G. Linear Systems and Matrices

1. Definition of a matrix
2. Solution of linear systems in three of more variables by Gaussian elimination
3. The algebra of matrices: sums, differences, products, and scalar multiples of matrices
4. Definition and computation of the determinant ofa square matrix

H. Conic Sections
1. Locus definitions and standard equations for circles, parabolas, ellipses, and hyperbolas
2. Circles, including center and radius
3. Parabolas, including vertex, focus, directrix, and axis
4. Ellipses, including foci, vertices, and axes
5. Hyperbolas, including foci, vertices, axes, and asymptotes

I. Topics in Discrete Mathematics
1. Introduction to proof by mathematical induction
2. Definition of a sequence and definition ofa series with emphasis on arithmetic and

geometric sequences and series
3. Introduction to summation notation
4. Introduction to the Binomial Theorem and Pascal's triangle

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

I. In-class discussion or small group work appropriate to the day's lesson
2. Regular out-of-class reading assignments for the material being covered in class
3. Regular homework that provides students with review and practice on the topics and

procedures taught and that should highlight analytic geometry, real functions, matrices,
and elements ofdiscrete mathematics

B. Evaluation
I. Periodic tests and quizzes that assess each student's proficiency in topics from the

current unit of coverage and that should include a mix of numerical calculation,
algebraic manipulation, graphing, and verbal reasoning

2. Regular homework providing an assessment of each student's day-to-day efforts to
learn the material

3. Final examination that assesses each student's proficiency in key topics from the course
such as graphing rational functions, solving three-variable systems ofequations, and
applying logarithmic and exponential functions

C. Textbooks and other instructional materials
1. Textbook

a. James Stewart, Lothar Redlin, and Saleem Watson, College Algebra, 5th edition,
Brooks/Cole, Cengage Learning, Belmont, California, 2009

b. The Mathematics Department's textbook list indicates the current textbook
2. Other Instructional Materials

a. A scientific calculator; a graphing calculator may be required for some sections
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r b. Instructor developed materials, for example, supplementary exercises or notes

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards ofTitle 5. Section 55002(a».
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